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Observations:  Ocean Chapter 3

Since AR4 the significant impact of measurement biases in some of 
the widely used instruments (the expendable (XBT) and mechanical 
bathythermograph (MBT) as well as a subset of Argo floats) on esti-
mates of ocean temperature and upper (0 to 700 m) ocean heat con-
tent (hereafter UOHC) changes has been recognized (Gouretski and 
Koltermann, 2007; Barker et al., 2011). Careful comparison of meas-
urements from the less accurate instruments with those from the more 
accurate ones has allowed some of the biases to be identified and 
reduced (Wijffels et al., 2008; Ishii and Kimoto, 2009; Levitus et al., 
2009; Gouretski and Reseghetti, 2010; Hamon et al., 2012). One major 
consequence of this bias reduction has been the reduction of an artifi-
cial decadal variation in upper ocean heat content that was apparent 
in the observational assessment for AR4, in notable contrast to climate 
model output (Domingues et al., 2008). Substantial time-dependent 
XBT and MBT biases introduced spurious warming in the 1970s and 
cooling in the early 1980s in the analyses assessed in AR4. Most ocean 
state estimates that assimilate biased data (Carton and Santorelli, 
2008) also showed this artificial decadal variability while one (Stam-
mer et al., 2010) apparently rejected these data on dynamical grounds. 
More recent estimates assimilating better-corrected data sets (Giese 
et al., 2011) also result in reduced artificial decadal variability during 
this time period.

Recent estimates of upper ocean temperature change also differ in 
their treatment of unsampled regions. Some studies (e.g., Ishii and 
Kimoto, 2009; Levitus et al., 2012) effectively assume a temperature 
anomaly of zero in these regions, while other studies (Palmer et al., 
2007; Lyman and Johnson, 2008) assume that the averages of sampled 
regions are representative of the global mean in any given year, and yet 
others (Smith and Murphy, 2007; Domingues et al., 2008) use ocean 
statistics (from numerical model output and satellite altimeter data, 
respectively) to extrapolate temperature anomalies in sparsely sam-
pled areas and estimate uncertainties. These differences in approach, 
coupled with choice of background climatology, can lead to significant 
divergence in basin-scale averages (Gleckler et al., 2012), especially in 
sparsely sampled regions (e.g., the extratropical Southern Hemisphere 
(SH) prior to Argo), and as a result can produce different global averag-
es (Lyman et al., 2010). However, for well-sampled regions and times, 
the various analyses of temperature changes yield results in closer 
agreement, as do reanalyses (Xue et al., 2012). 

3.2.2 Upper Ocean Temperature

Depth-averaged 0 to 700 m ocean temperature trends from 1971 to 
2010 are positive over most of the globe (Levitus et al., 2009; Figure 
3.1a). The warming is more prominent in the Northern Hemisphere 
(NH), especially the North Atlantic. This result holds in different anal-
yses, using different time periods, bias corrections and data sources 
(e.g., with or without XBT or MBT data) (e.g., Palmer et al., 2007; 
Durack and Wijffels, 2010; Gleckler et al., 2012; Figures 3.1 and 3.9). 
However, the greater volume of the SH oceans increases the contribu-
tion of their warming to global heat content. Zonally averaged upper 
ocean temperature trends show warming at nearly all latitudes and 
depths (Levitus et al., 2009, Figure 3.1b). A maximum in warming south 
of 30°S appears in Figure 3.1b, but is not as strong as in other analyses 
(e.g., Gille, 2008), likely because the data are relatively sparse in this 
location so anomalies are attenuated by the objectively analyzed fields 

Figure 3.1 |  (a) Depth-averaged 0 to 700 m temperature trend for 1971–2010 
(longitude vs. latitude, colours and grey contours in degrees Celsius per decade). (b) 
Zonally averaged temperature trends (latitude vs. depth, colours and grey contours in 
degrees Celsius per decade) for 1971–2010 with zonally averaged mean temperature 
over-plotted (black contours in degrees Celsius). (c) Globally averaged temperature 
anomaly (time vs. depth, colours and grey contours in degrees Celsius) relative to the 
1971–2010 mean. (d) Globally averaged temperature difference between the ocean 
surface and 200 m depth (black: annual values, red: 5-year running mean). All panels 
are constructed from an update of the annual analysis of Levitus et al. (2009).
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used for Figure 3.1 and because warming in the upper 1000 m of the 
Southern Ocean was stronger between the 1930s and the 1970s than 
between the 1970s and 1990s (Gille, 2008). Another warming maxi-
mum is present at 25°N to 65°N. Both warming signals extend to 700 
m (Levitus et al., 2009, Figure 3.1b), and are consistent with poleward 
displacement of the mean temperature field. Other zonally averaged 
temperature changes are also consistent with poleward displacement 
of the mean temperatures. For example, cooling at depth between 
30°S and the equator (Figure 3.1b) is consistent with a southward shift 
of cooler water near the equator. Poleward displacements of some sub-
tropical and subpolar zonal currents and associated wind changes are 
discussed in Section 3.6.

Globally averaged ocean temperature anomalies as a function of depth 
and time (Figure 3.1c) relative to a 1971–2010 mean reveal warm-
ing at all depths in the upper 700 m over the relatively well-sampled 
40-year period considered. Strongest warming is found closest to the 
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Figure 3.1 : Depth-averaged 0 to 700 m temperature trend for 1971-2010
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Figure 4. Schematic of the overturning circulation from a Southern Ocean perspective, revised from 
Talley et al. (2011), after Gordon (1986), Schmitz (1995) and Lumpkin and Speer (2007). Southern 
Ocean outcropping of the high salinity North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) is depicted far to the south, 
with conversion into AABW close to Antarctica (blue cylinder, with formation at many locations). The 
low oxygen Pacific and Indian Deep Water (PDW/IDW) layers outcrop farther north in the Antarctic 
Circumpolar Current, and are the most direct source of the surface water that flows northward out of the 
Southern Ocean and into the subtropical thermoclines (SAMW/AAIW). The self-contained and weak 
NPIW overturn is also indicated in the North Pacific. 
 
 
with most freshening due to net precipitation in 
the subpolar North Atlantic. However, the much 
weaker NPIW overturn is strongly controlled by 
the Bering Strait freshwater export from the 
Pacific.] 

 In the Atlantic, the joined Agulhas and 
Drake Passage upper ocean water moves 
northward through the complex surface gyre 
systems, cooling and finally sinking at the several 
well-known dense water formation sites around 

the northern North Atlantic (Nordic Seas, 
Labrador Sea and Mediterranean Sea).  These 
denser (cooler and also mostly fresher) waters 
move southward at depth and exit the North 
Atlantic as NADW.  Beneath the southward 
transport of NADW, AABW moves northward. It 
upwells into the bottom of the NADW layer, in a 
diffusively-controlled process, and then returns 
southward as part of the NADW. The pathway of 
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Figure 3.22 : Temperature trends in colour (red = warm- ing, blue = cooling); salinity trends 
indicated by contour lines (dashed = fresher; solid = saltier).
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Current) result in large anomalies. Zonally averaged warming trends 
are widespread throughout the upper 2000 m, with largest warming 
near the sea surface. Water masses formed in the precipitation-
dominated mid to high latitudes have freshened, while water masses 
formed in the evaporation-dominated subtropics have become saltier. 
Anthropogenic CO2 has accumulated in surface waters and been 
transferred into the interior, primarily by water masses formed in the 
North Atlantic and Southern Oceans. 

In summary, changes have been observed in ocean properties of rele-
vance to climate during the past 40 years, including temperature, salin-
ity, sea level, carbon, pH, and oxygen. The observed patterns of change 
are consistent with changes in the surface ocean (warming, changes 
in salinity and an increase in Cant) in response to climate change and 
variability and with known physical and biogeochemical processes in 
the ocean, providing high confidence in this assessment. Chapter 10 
discusses the extent to which these observed changes can be attribut-
ed to human or natural forcing.

Improvements in the quality and quantity of ocean observations has 
allowed for a more definitive assessment of ocean change than was 
possible in AR4. However, substantial uncertainties remain. In many 
cases, the observational record is still too short or incomplete to detect 
trends in the presence of energetic variability on time scales of years 
to decades. Recent improvements in the ocean observing system, most 
notably the Argo profiling float array, mean that temperature and 
salinity are now being sampled routinely in most of the ocean above 
2000 m depth for the first time. However, sparse sampling of the deep 
ocean and of many biogeochemical variables continues to limit the 
ability to detect and understand changes in the global ocean. 
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)

Temperature change (°C per decade)

Figure 3.22 |  Summary of observed changes in zonal averages of global ocean properties. Temperature trends (degrees Celsius per decade) are indicated in colour (red = warm-
ing, blue = cooling); salinity trends are indicated by contour lines (dashed = fresher; solid = saltier) for the upper 2000 m of the water column (50-year trends from data set of 
Durack and Wijffels (2010); trends significant at >90% confidence are shown). Arrows indicate primary ventilation pathways. Changes in other physical and chemical properties are 
summarised to the right of the figure, for each depth range (broken axes symbols delimit changes in vertical scale). Increases are shown in red, followed by a plus sign; decreases 
are shown in blue, followed by a minus sign; the number of + and – signs indicates the level of confidence associated with the observation of change (+++, high confidence; ++, 
medium confidence; +, low confidence). T = temperature, S = salinity, Strat = stratification, Cant = anthropogenic carbon, CO3

2– = carbonate ion, NA = North Atlantic, SO = Southern 
Ocean, AABW = Antarctic Bottom Water. S > S

–
 refers to the salinity averaged over regions where the sea surface salinity is greater than the global mean sea surface salinity; S <  

S
– 

refers to the average over regions with values below the global mean.
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extending from 1900 to after 2000, the quadratic term computed from 
both individual tide gauge records and GMSL reconstructions is signif-
icantly positive (Jevrejeva et al., 2008; Church and White, 2011; Rahm-
storf and Vermeer, 2011; Woodworth et al., 2011). Church and White 
(2006) report that the estimated acceleration term in GMSL (twice the 
quadratic parameter) is 0.009 [0.006 to 0.012] mm yr–2 (1 standard 
deviation) from 1880 to 2009, which is consistent with the other pub-
lished estimates (e.g., Jevrejeva et al., 2008; Woodworth et al., 2009) 
that use records longer than 100 years. Chambers et al. (2012) find that 
modelling a period near 60 years removes much of the multi-decadal 
variability of the 20th century in the tide gauge reconstruction time 
series. When a 60-year oscillation is modeled along with an accelera-
tion term, the estimated acceleration in GMSL since 1900 ranges from: 
0.000 [–0.002 to 0.002] mm yr–2 in the Ray and Douglas (2011) record, 
0.013 [0.007 to 0.019] mm yr–2 in the Jevrejeva et al. (2008) record, 
and 0.012 [0.009 to 0.015] mm yr–2 in the Church and White (2011) 
record. Thus, while there is more disagreement on the value of a 20th 
century acceleration in GMSL when accounting for multi-decadal fluc-
tuations, two out of three records still indicate a significant positive 
value. The trend in GMSL observed since 1993, however, is not signif-
icantly larger than the estimate of 18-year trends in previous decades 
(e.g., 1920–1950).

3.7.5 Changes in Extreme Sea Level

Aside from non-climatic events such as tsunamis, extremes in sea level 
(i.e., coastal flooding, storm surge, high water events, etc.) tend to be 
caused by large storms, especially when they occur at times of high 
tide. However, any low-pressure system offshore with associated high 
winds can cause a coastal flooding event depending on the duration 
and direction of the winds. Evaluation of changes in frequency and 
intensity of storms have been treated in Sections 2.6.3 and 2.6.4, as 
well as SREX Chapter 3 (Section 3.5.2). The main conclusions from both 
are that there is low confidence of any trend or long term change in 
tropical or extratropic storm frequency or intensity in any ocean basin, 
although there is robust evidence for an increase in the most intense 
tropical cyclones in the North Atlantic basin since the 1970s. The mag-
nitude and frequency of extreme events can still increase without a 
change in storm intensity, however, if the mean water level is also 
increasing. AR4 concluded that the highest water levels have been 
increasing since the 1950s in most regions of the world, caused mainly 
by increasing mean sea level. Studies published since AR4  continue to 
support this conclusion, although higher regional extremes are also 
caused by large interannual and multi-decadal variations in sea level 
associated with climate fluctuations such as ENSO, the North Atlantic 
Oscillation and the Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation, among others 
(e.g., Abeysirigunawardena and Walker, 2008; Haigh et al., 2010; 
Menéndez and Woodworth, 2010; Park et al., 2011).

Global analyses of the changes in extreme sea level are limited, and 
most reports are based on analysis of regional data (see Lowe et al., 
2010 for a review). Estimates of changes in extremes rely either on the 
analysis of local tide gauge data, or on multi-decadal hindcasts of a 
dynamical model (WASA-Group, 1998). Most analyses have focused 
on specific regions and find that extreme values have been increas-
ing since the 1950s, using various statistical measures such as annual 
maximum surge, annual maximum surge-at-high-water, monthly mean 

high water level, changes in number of high storm surge events, or 
changes in 99th percentile events (e.g., Church et al., 2006; D’Onofrio 
et al., 2008; Marcos et al., 2009; Haigh et al., 2010; Letetrel et al., 2010; 
Tsimplis and Shaw, 2010; Vilibic and Sepic, 2010; Grinsted et al., 2012). 
A global analysis of tide gauge records has been performed for data 
from the 1970s onwards when the global data sampling has been 
robust and finds that the magnitude of extreme sea level events has 
increased in all regions studied since that time (Woodworth and Black-
man, 2004; Menéndez and Woodworth, 2010; Woodworth et al., 2011).

The height of a 50-year flood event has increased anywhere from 2 
to more than 10 cm per decade since 1970 (Figure 3.15a), although 
some areas have seen a negative rate because vertical land motion is 
much larger than the rate of mean sea level rise. However, when the 
annual median height at each gauge is removed to reduce the effect 
of local mean sea level rise, interannual and decadal fluctuations, and 
vertical land motion, the rate of extreme sea level change drops in 
49% of the gauges to below significance (Figure 3.15b), while at 45% 
it fell to less than 5 mm yr–1. Only 6% of tide gauge records evaluated 
had a change in the amplitude of more than 5 mm yr–1 after removing 
mean sea level variations, mainly in the southeast United States, the 
western Pacific, Southeast Asia and a few locations in Northern Europe. 
The higher rates in the southeastern United States have been linked to 
larger storm surge events unconnected to global sea level rise (Grin-
sted et al., 2012). 
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(cm per decade)

(a)
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Figure 3.15 |  Estimated trends (cm per decade) in the height of a 50-year event in 
extreme sea level from (a) total elevation and (b) total elevation after removal of annual 
medians. Only trends significant at the 95% confidence level are shown. (Data are from 
Menéndez and Woodworth, 2010.)

Figure 3.15 : Estimated trends in the height of a extreme sea level. 
Only trends significant at the 95% confidence level are shown.
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Figure 3.15 : Estimated trends in the height of a extreme sea level. 
Only trends significant at the 95% confidence level are shown.
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man, 2004; Menéndez and Woodworth, 2010; Woodworth et al., 2011).

The height of a 50-year flood event has increased anywhere from 2 
to more than 10 cm per decade since 1970 (Figure 3.15a), although 
some areas have seen a negative rate because vertical land motion is 
much larger than the rate of mean sea level rise. However, when the 
annual median height at each gauge is removed to reduce the effect 
of local mean sea level rise, interannual and decadal fluctuations, and 
vertical land motion, the rate of extreme sea level change drops in 
49% of the gauges to below significance (Figure 3.15b), while at 45% 
it fell to less than 5 mm yr–1. Only 6% of tide gauge records evaluated 
had a change in the amplitude of more than 5 mm yr–1 after removing 
mean sea level variations, mainly in the southeast United States, the 
western Pacific, Southeast Asia and a few locations in Northern Europe. 
The higher rates in the southeastern United States have been linked to 
larger storm surge events unconnected to global sea level rise (Grin-
sted et al., 2012). 

−12 −10 −8 −6 −4 -2      0       2      4       6      8     10    12
(cm per decade)

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.15 |  Estimated trends (cm per decade) in the height of a 50-year event in 
extreme sea level from (a) total elevation and (b) total elevation after removal of annual 
medians. Only trends significant at the 95% confidence level are shown. (Data are from 
Menéndez and Woodworth, 2010.)
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associated with glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) (Peltier, 2001). In 
some areas, however, VLM from tectonic activity, groundwater mining, 
or hydrocarbon extraction is greater than GIA (e.g., Wöppelmann et 
al., 2009; King et al., 2012); these effects can be reduced by selecting 
gauges with no known tectonic or subsidence issues (e.g., Douglas, 
2001) or by selecting gauges where GIA models have small differences 
(Spada and Galassi, 2012). More recently, Global Positioning System 
(GPS) receivers have been installed at tide gauge sites to measure VLM 
as directly as possible (e.g., Wöppelmann et al., 2009; King et al., 2012). 
However, these measurements of VLM are only available since the late 
1990s at the earliest, and either have to be extrapolated into the past to 
apply to older records, or used to identify sites without extensive VLM.

Satellite radar altimeters in the 1970s and 1980s made the first nearly 
global observations of sea level, but these early measurements were 
highly uncertain and of short duration. The first precise record began 
with the launch of TOPEX/Poseidon (T/P) in 1992. This satellite and its 
successors (Jason-1, Jason-2) have provided continuous measurements 
of sea level variability at 10-day intervals between approximately ±66° 
latitude. Additional altimeters in different orbits (ERS-1, ERS-2, Envi-
sat, Geosat Follow-on) have allowed for measurements up to ±82° 
latitude and at different temporal sampling (3 to 35 days), although 
these measurements are not as accurate as those from the T/P and 
Jason satellites. Unlike tide gauges, altimetry measures sea level rela-
tive to a geodetic reference frame (classically a reference ellipsoid that 
coincides with the mean shape of the Earth, defined within a globally 
realized terrestrial reference frame) and thus will not be affected by 
VLM, although a small correction that depends on the area covered by 
the satellite (~0.3 mm yr–1) must be added to account for the change in 
location of the ocean bottom due to GIA relative to the reference frame 
of the satellite (Peltier, 2001; see also Section 13.1.2).

Tide gauges and satellite altimetry measure the combined effect of 
ocean warming and mass changes on ocean volume. Although var-
iations in the density related to upper-ocean salinity changes cause 
regional changes in sea level, when globally averaged their effect on 
sea level rise is an order of magnitude or more smaller than thermal 
effects (Lowe and Gregory, 2006). The thermal contribution to sea level 
can be calculated from in situ temperature measurements (Section 
3.2). It has only been possible to directly measure the mass compo-
nent of sea level since the launch of the Gravity Recovery and Climate 
Experiment (GRACE) in 2002 (Chambers et al., 2004). Before that, esti-
mates were based either on estimates of glacier and ice sheet mass 
losses or using residuals between sea level measured by altimetry or 
tide gauges and estimates of the thermosteric component (e.g., Willis 
et al., 2004; Domingues et al., 2008), which allowed for the estima-
tion of seasonal and interannual variations as well. GIA also causes a 
gravitational signal in GRACE data that must be removed in order to 
determine present-day mass changes; this correction is of the same 
order of magnitude as the expected trend and is still uncertain at the 
30% level (Chambers et al., 2010).

3.7.2 Trends in Global Mean Sea Level and Components

Tide gauges with the longest nearly continuous records of sea 
level show increasing sea level over the 20th century (Figure 3.12; 
 Woodworth et al., 2009; Mitchum et al., 2010). There are, however, 

significant interannual and decadal-scale fluctuations about the aver-
age rate of sea level rise in all records. Different approaches have been 
used to compute the mean rate of 20th century global mean sea level 
(GMSL) rise from the available tide gauge data: computing average 
rates from only very long, nearly continuous records (Douglas, 2001; 
Holgate, 2007); using more numerous but shorter records and filters to 
separate nonlinear trends from decadal-scale quasi-periodic variability 
(Jevrejeva et al., 2006, 2008); neural network methods (Wenzel and 
Schroeter, 2010); computing regional sea level for specific basins then 

Figure 3.12 | 3-year running mean sea level anomalies (in millimeters) relative to 
1900–1905 from long tide gauge records representing each ocean basin from the 
Permanent Service for Mean Sea Level (PSMSL) (http://www.psmsl.org), obtained May 
2011. Data have been corrected for Glacial Isostatic Adjustment (GIA) (Peltier, 2004), 
using values available from http://www.psmsl.org/train_and_info/geo_signals/gia/pel-
tier/. Error bars reflect the 5 to 95% confidence interval, based on the residual monthly 
variability about the 3-year running mean.
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Figure 3.12 : 3-year running mean sea level anomalies relative to 1900–1905 from 
long tide gauge records. Error bars reflect the 5 to 95% confidence interval, based 
on the residual monthly variability about the 3-year running mean. 
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couverture estivale moyenne pour la periode 1981-2010 



S. Lozier : “the ocean’s overturning limbs 
are not spatially and temporally continuous”



représentation schématique 
de la circulation de 
retournement dans
l’Atlantique Nord 
(rouge = en surface, 
bleu = en profondeur)
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mesures directes (rouge) et 
reconstruction (noir) de la 
circulation de retournement 
dans l’Atlantique Nord (tiré 
de Frajka-Williams, 2015)
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Pous et al. (2018) 
mean circulation 
through Mozambique 
Channel
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Pous et al. (2018) 
projection of total transport 
in Channel onto velocities 
normal to section at low 
frequency  
(period>544 days)
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Talandier et al. (2014, Ocean Modelling) : 
increasing spatial resolution improves 
circulation at the surface and at depth,  
as illustrated here along Line W

The ORCA 1/2! coarse grid is marginally ‘‘Eddy-Permitting’’ in
equatorial regions. The 1/8! grid fully resolves mesoscale eddies
from the southern boundary of the domain to 45!N and can be con-
sidered ‘‘Eddy-Permitting’’ northward. Experiments share the same
64 vertical geopotential levels with an increasing cell thickness
from 6 m near the surface to around 200 m in the deep ocean.
The last level thickness just above the sea floor adjusts to the actual
topography which allows a better representation of bathymetry
(Barnier et al., 2006). The bathymetry is interpolated from ETO-
PO2v2 below 300 m depth and GEBCO One minute grid, version
2.0 in coastal areas, with no horizontal smoothing (except when re-
quired by AGRIF along the lateral boundaries of the nest).

2.2. Numerical aspects

The model solves the three-dimensional Primitive Equations in
spherical coordinates discretized on an Arakawa C-grid with the
hydrostatic, Boussinesq and non-divergent flow assumptions
among a few others. The linearized free-surface formulation
(Roullet and Madec, 2000) is used. The vertical mixing is parame-
terized with a turbulent kinetic energy closure scheme (Blanke and
Delecluse, 1993), improved by including a surface wave breaking
parameterization (Mellor and Blumberg, 2004) and an energeti-
cally consistent time and space discretization (Burchard, 2002;
Marsaleix et al., 2008). The convective processes are mimicked
using an enhanced vertical diffusion parameterization (increasing
vertical viscosity/diffusity to 10 m2 s!1 where static instability
occurs). On the coarse (respectively fine) grid a harmonic isopycnal
diffusion of 600 (100) m2 s!1 and a biharmonic viscosity along
geopotential surfaces of 12 " 1011 (8.5 " 109) m4 s!1 are used. To
keep a constant Reynolds grid number, the diffusive and viscous
coeficients decrease from the equatorial nominal value (given just
above) poleward and are respectively proportional to max[Dx,Dy]/
Dmax and max[Dx,Dy]3/D3

max; Dx and Dy are the zonal and

meridional grid spacing and Dmax is the maximum of Dx and Dy ta-
ken over the whole ocean grid. The effect of mesoscale eddies on
tracers relies on the Gent and McWilliams parameterization
(1000 m2 s!1); it is used in the ORCA_REF and ERNA experiments
(outside the nest only, where the resolution is 1/2!) while it is
not activated in the ORCA_NOG one. A partial-slip sidewall bound-
ary condition is used in momentum equations in all experiments;
i.e. the tangential velocity at the coast is set to half the offshore
velocity (Benshila et al., 2014). The discrete formulation used for
the momentum advection term in the coarse grid is the vector form
associated with an energy and enstrophy conserving scheme fol-
lowing the recommendation of Le Sommer et al. (2009) and
Penduff et al. (2007) for the vorticity term, while in the fine grid
the flux form is combined with an energy conserving scheme.

2.3. Experiments

Experiments start from rest and are initialised with the January
Levitus et al. (1998) climatology. After a 3-year spinup using year
1989, they run over 20-years (1990–2009) with interannual ERA-
Interim atmospheric conditions derived from reanalysis. Turbulent
fluxes are computed through CORE bulk formulae from Large and
Yeager (2004), using ERA-Interim atmospheric state variables. Pre-
cipitations come from satellite products (Brodeau et al., 2010).
ERA-Interim short and long wave radiative fluxes are reduced
respectively by 3% and 6%, on large scales only, to better match
GEWEX satellite observations in the latitude band [40!S–40!N]
(following the methodology of Large and Yeager (2008) for ISCCP
products). Temperature and humidity state variables are also ad-
justed in high latitudes (north of 70!N) following the methodology
detailed in Brodeau et al. (2010). To limit salinity drift that is partly
due to precipitation uncertainties, a moderate Sea Surface Salinity
(SSS) relaxation towards Levitus et al. (1998) monthly climatology
is applied with a 60-day timescale over the upper 10 m. This relax-

Fig. 1. Area covered by the 1/8! nest over the North Atlantic in ERNA configuration, with a schematic location of major western boundary currents at the surface (red thick
line) and at depth (blue thick line). Thin blue lines represent vertical sections location; LIW refers to ‘‘LineW’’ (Toole et al., 2011); SCH refers to Schott et al. (2006) section at
43!N; FIS refers to Fischer et al. (2010) section at 53!N; AR7 refers to the AR7W section in the Labrador Sea (Hall et al., 2013) and the DSO section through the Denmark Strait
overflow (Vage et al., 2011b). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

C. Talandier et al. / Ocean Modelling 76 (2014) 1–19 3

ERNA = ORCA05 + 1/8 AGRIF 2-way zoom over North Atlantic

Fig. 3. Eddy Kintetic Energy (EKE) averaged over the period 1993–2009 in AVISO observations (a) and ERNA (b) in cm2 s!2.

Fig. 4. Cross section velocities (cm s!1, C.I 5 cm s!1) through Line W (located on Fig. 1), in observations (a), ERNA (b) and ORCA_REF (c) with overlaid r0 isopycnals (blue
contours density in kg m!3. Observations are an average from all occupations of LineW, while simulation outputs are averaged over the period 1990–2009. (For interpretation
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

C. Talandier et al. / Ocean Modelling 76 (2014) 1–19 5
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738 transports in ERNA are comparable to observations, while trans-
739 ports in ORCA_REF are much smaller and even null south of Flem-
740 ish Cap.

741 4.3. Upper ocean influence on the AMOC

742 When computing the AMOC in density coordinates (AMOC-r), it
743 is relatively straightforward to relate the DWBC transport with
744 AMOC intensity. By contrast, the AMOC intensity in depth coordi-
745 nates (AMOC-z) can not be directly related to the DWBC transport
746 because of compensations in the horizontal that are actually indic-
747 ative of the influence of upper ocean circulation on the AMOC. We
748 explore both perspectives by investigating the latitudinal depen-
749 dence of AMOC maximum, first in density and then in depth
750 coordinates.
751 According to the DWBC transport in ERNA, the AMOC-r in-
752 creases gradually southward from 5–6 Sv at 68!N (north of the
753 Denmark Strait overflow), up to 24 Sv at 52!N (Fig. 15, black
754 dashed line). This increase is due to entrainment and convective
755 processes, as recirculations along DWBC do not contribute to
756 intensify the AMOC (they nearly cancel out when averaging zon-
757 ally). The AMOC maximum then decreases in the latitude band
758 52!-42!N (vertical yellow stripe) which corresponds to the Inter-
759 gyre region, suggesting intensified mixing in this latitude band,
760 with lighter subtropical water masses transported by NAC. It final-
761 ly stabilizes around 22 Sv at 35!N, the secondary maximum of the
762 overturning streamfunction (Fig. 13).
763 The picture emerging from ORCA_REF is very similar (Fig. 15,
764 red dashed line), except that each process strengthening AMOC is
765 hindered, as has already been noted for DWBC transports. On the
766 other hand, the decrease in AMOC in the Intergyre region is more
767 important in ORCA_REF than in ERNA. This suggests that along
768 its peculiar path east of Flemish Cap, NADW experiences more dia-
769 pycnal mixing with surrounding lighter water masses. Actually, the
770 cumulated southward transport of dense water masses from Flem-
771 ish Cap eastward reveals that most of the AMOC deep limb is lo-
772 cated on both sides of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (not shown). This
773 considerably lengthens the pathway of NADW from the Labrador
774 Sea southward, hence increasing the amount of diapycnal mixing
775 undergone along the route. Indeed, we observe a deepening of
776 the isopycnal surface r2 = 36.925 kg m!3 (at a mean rate of [10–
777 20] m year!1) throughout the simulation, with the largest ampli-
778 tude to the west of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, in the latitude band that
779 corresponds to the AMOC decrease (purple and yellow stripes),
780 which corresponds to the mean pathway of the DWBC in
781 ORCA_REF.
782 In calculations of the AMOC in depth coordinates, only one
783 maximum appears at about 35!N in both simulations (Fig. 15, plain
784 lines), as most of the (dense) southward flow in the subpolar gyre
785 is compensated for by a (lighter) northward flow at the same

786depth. The latitudinal dependence of the AMOC maximum differs
787a lot among simulations. In ORCA_REF, the AMOC maximum in-
788creases almost linearly from the overflows (vertical cyan stripe)
789to 35!N, reflecting both (i) the deepening of DWBC (as revealed
790by the overturning streamfunction in depth coordinates, not
791shown), and (ii) the uplifting of the penetration depth of the gyre
792circulation (from barotropic in the subpolar gyre to baroclinic in
793the subtropical gyre). By contrast, in ERNA there are two sharp in-
794creases in AMOC: at the latitudes of Flemish Cap (vertical yellow
795stripe) and Cape Hatteras (vertical pink stripe), where there are
796major interactions between the upper ocean circulation and the
797DWBC. At higher latitudes, the very close depth-coordinates AMOC
798in ERNA and ORCA_REF, despite the substantial difference in
799AMOC-r, is consistent with previous studies (Danabasoglu et al.,
8002013; Zhang, 2010; Griffies et al., 2009) which support the claim
801that AMOC-z is not the proper way to investigate the NADW frac-
802tion associated with deep water formation.
803At 35!N, AMOC-z and AMOC-r have similar values (22 Sv in
804ERNA and 14 Sv in ORCA_REF). These are 2 Sv in ERNA and 4 Sv
805in ORCA_REF smaller than the maximum AMOC-r at higher lati-
806tude. Hence the difference between r- and z-AMOC maxima is
807the smallest in ERNA, in which the NAC and the Gulf Stream inter-
808act with the DWBC. This suggests that the NADW formation rate
809alone does not set the amplitude of AMOC at mid-latitude, as the
810interaction with the upper ocean circulation plays a role as well.
811South of 35!N, AMOC-r and AMOC-z have similar values which
812are relatively stable in ORCA_REF while they decrease continuously
813in ERNA, suggesting that both upwelling and diapycnal mixing are
814very active in the northern part of the subtropical gyre in ERNA.

8154.4. AMOC at the RAPID section

816Continuous observations along the RAPID section yield an
817unprecedented direct monitoring of the AMOC strength at
81826.5!N. The AMOC amplitude in ERNA, which is 18 Sv at this lati-
819tude, compares well with 17.3 Sv from observations (http://
820www.noc.soton.ac.uk/rapidmoc/), although the depth-cumulated
821transport differs in the deep AMOC limb, the thickness of the sim-
822ulated one being underestimated (Fig. 16(a)). Such a bias also ex-
823ists in ORCA_REF, which in addition has a weak AMOC amplitude
824(about 13 Sv). It is important to keep in mind that interannual var-
825iability in AMOC is substantial, based on observations (Cunning-
826ham et al., 2007) as well as modeling experiments (Biastoch
827et al., 2008), hence comparing AMOC amplitude averaged over dif-
828ferent time periods (2004–2011 for RAPID data vs 1990–2009 for
829model simulations) may lead to significant differences. However,
830interannual variability cannot explain the large difference in AMOC
831strength between ERNA and ORCA_REF, associated with a 250 m
832shallower AMOC maximum depth in ERNA.

Fig. 15. ERNA (black) and ORCA_REF (red) AMOC maximum at each latitude calculated in depth (solid lines) and density (r2, dash lines) space over the period 1990–2009.
Shaded color bands are used in the text for clarity. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Explicitly resolved vs parameterized mesoscale processes in the 
Labrador Sea: impact on the AMOC
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Conclusions
• The FER configuration asset rely on:

• a two-ways nesting approach with embedded sea-ice that allows information in between the different grids,
• a full mesoscale regime over the subpolar gyre (1/32°) 

• although some biases still exist, the eddy-resolving regime over the North Atlantic subpolar gyre largely contributes to 
improve the dynamics in this area.

Ongoing work:
• The set of 3 configurations ORCA, ERNA and FER will allow us to asses, in a realistic framework, the AMOC variability.
• Necessity to represent mesoscale processes in areas where its effects are knonwn to be important as the Labrador at 
least to produce acceptable water masses quantities such LSW

Future work:
• exploring insights to better represent mesoscale at low resolution: a dynamical mesoscale parameterization (Hallberg 
2013) or stochastic parameterization currently tested in a ORCA1 configuration by an other team
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Introduction 
The aim of this study is to address the impact of small scale processes on large scale circulation in the North Atlantic with a focus on the 
Labrador Sea where strong mesoscale and submesoscale activity occurs.
The Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) plays a key role in the regulation of the earth climate. This large circulation represents a 
synthetic view of the basin-wide transport with a northward warm and salty flow at the surface and an equatorward cold and fresh flow at depth. 
The latter is dominated by the Deep Western Boundary Current (DWBC) which exports to the south dense water masses such as the Labrador 
Sea Water (LSW) formed during winter convective events in the interior Labrador Sea.
In a simplified, laminar view of the AMOC, a direct link could exist between dense water formation in the Labrador Sea and the DWBC transport 
intensity. Nevertheless, recent studies suggest that this link may be more complex. Indeed, it seems that the LSW, once formed, may be 
exported to the surrounding DWBC by lateral buoyancy turbulent fluxes. It is also put forward that dense water formation signal may be lagged by 
several years when reaching the DWBC due to eddies. So the small scale processes may be key in the LSW export process. The exploration of 
these dynamics requires numerical models of very high resolution due to the small Rossby radius deformation in the Labrador Sea (about 7km).

Model configuration & experiment
We use the NEMO primitive equation platform (Nucleus for European Modeling of the Ocean) (http://www.nemo-ocean.eu) (Madec, 2008) 
associated with the AGRIF tool (Debreu et al. 2008). We built the FER configuration (Fig. 1) with a set of embedded grids at increasing horizontal 
resolution over the North Atlantic:

• a global 1/2° grid (ORCA) with the Gent & McWilliams mesoscale parameterization 
• a first nest grid at 1/8° (ERNA) (from 20°N-70°N) 
• another 1/32° nest over the subpolar gyre (FER)

The combination of ORCA and ERNA is fully described in Talandier et al. (2014), where the impact of increasing the resolution on the surface and deep 
circulation is discussed. The FER configuration allows to reach an eddy-resolving regime over the North Atlantic. The experiment which is analysed in 
the present study uses interannual forcing fields based on DFS5.2 spanning 1979-2004. 
The FER configuration originality relies on a sea-ice model on fine grids, a two-way nesting which implies that grids are able to exchange information and a high resolution (~2km) over the subpolar gyre.

  I - Labrador Sea dynamics
MESOSCALE ACTIVITY: 
• The most energetic pattern of EKE emerges off western Greenland coast where the Irmingers Rings are shed 
from the boundary current to feed the interior Labrador Sea with warm/salty waters. EKE intensity is greater 
than 100 cm2 s-2 (with a maximum of 300 cm2 s-2 within the boundary current). We underline the remarkable 
agreement of intensity levels as spatial extent of this structure with observations of Reverdin et al. (2003) 
• In ERNA EKE intensity is only ~50 cm2 s-2 but presents a similar shape.
• An instantaneous field of relative vorticty in late winter reveals the high level of mesoscale activity in this area 
with large eddies (Irminger Rings, with a negative vorticity) and smaller patterns as long filaments.   

DEEP CONVECTION: 
• Winter mean MLD map in FER (Fig. 3.) shows MLD greater than 2000m (yellow contour) occuping the central 
Labrador Sea and extending in Irminger Sea; south of 55°N the MLD is reduced due to the presence of the 
Northwest corner with warm/salty waters advected by the North Atlantic Current into the subpolar gyre. Beyond 
60°N the MLD is shallower presumable beacause of the presence of Irminger rings. 

• The resolution jump from ERNA to FER leads to a significant MLD reduction both in the Labrador and Irminger 
Seas as seen in the MLD time series. While in ORCA, the MLD is too shallow according to observations.

• This important improvement is related to at least two factors: i) the reduction of water masses drift advected in this area (not shown), 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !     ii) the explicit representation of mesoscale eddies which contibutes to the post-convective restratification. 

Figure 4: AR7W cross section velocities (cm 
s-1) from observations (Hall et al. 2013) a) and 

in FER configuration b). AR7W location is 
represented by the green line on Fig. 2
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b) FER C.I: 5.0 cm s−1
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Figure 2: (left) Mean EKE at 3m depth in FER. (shaded colors, C.I 100 cm2 s-2) and 
obsevations (from Reverdin et al. 2003, black isolines showing the 200 and 300 cm2 s-2 ); (right) 

late winter instantaneous relative vorticity (s-1) at 3m depth in FER. 

Figure 1: The three grids in the FER configuration

ORCA 1/2°

ERNA 1/8°

FER 1/32°

two-way nesting

Circulation and DWBC transport
• In FER the cyclonic barotropic boundary current reachs a 
maximum of 40Sv (43Sv in ERNA and 31Sv in ORCA) off 
Labrador coast, this is close to the 44Sv reported by 
Pickart et al. (2002). 

• The vertical structure of the boundary current through the 
AR7W section (Fig. 4) is close to observations of Hall et 
al. (2013). 

• There is a clear «barotropization» of the current from the 
northeast to the southwest of the section which tends to 
show that the boundary current undergoes changes when 
it flows all around the Labrador Sea as suggested by 
Spall (2004) and Straneo (2006b).

• The circulation of dense water masses (densities > 27.88 
kg m-3 and deeper than 2000m) coming from the Nordic 
Seas is also well represented.

•Total transport in FER (Fig. 5) is in good agreement with observations on both sides of the AR7W section. Still, 
decomposition of the transport by water masses indicates substantial discrepancies between the model and observations.  

AMOC at 26.5°N:
• good agreement of the mean AMOC intensity in FER with RAPID-WATCH (2004-2014) 
observations at this latitude

• ERNA seems not too far from observations while a little bit more intense 
• in ORCA, in which mesoscale are parametrized, differences of the mean state are well 
marked 

•  while ERNA and FER seem to have the same behavior in representing the AMOC, behind processes are not the same 
with potential impact on the AMOC variability further south

Figure 6: Time mean AMOC 
(Sv) computed through the 26°N 

section.

Figure 3: (left panel) Winter mean MLD in FER, blue contours for isobaths 1500m, 2500 and 
3000m. Purple isoline depicts the sea-ice bound (5%). Red boxes for areas where times series are 

computed. (right panel) monthly time series for MLD computed in the red boxes on left. Density 
criteria used is 0.01 kg m-3.  
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b) Irminger box

Figure 5: Water mass transport (Sv) through extreme west 
(WBC) and east (EBC) AR7W section

AMOC at 26N



les challenges  
de la modélisation 

du climat  
(vus par une océanographe)



améliorer la dynamique dans les océans profonds 
(advection et diffusion)

importance de la coordonnée verticale 
mais manque de convergence des configurations 
réalistes à haute résolution 
>> travail sur des configurations très simplifiées pour 
tester propriétés numériques des schémas



représenter l’effet des processus de fine échelle  
(en surface ET en profondeur)
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ajuster les paramètres (tuning)



mettre en circulation  
(car les conditions initiales sont inconnues)  

et réaliser des simulations longues  (>1000 ans)
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améliorer la dynamique dans les océans profonds  
représenter l’effet des processus de fine échelle  

ajuster les paramètres 
mettre en circulation  

réaliser des simulations longues

les challenges  
de la modélisation du climat  

(vus par une océanographe)


